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Tuesday 4th July 2017 

Introduction – Dan Trevanion (President) 

I would like to welcome all councillors to Canberra and thanked those who arrived 

early and on time. I would like to recognise the traditional owners of the land, the ___ 

people to connect us to the past, present and future of our land. I also express a warm welcome to all 

of our international and local delegates.  

I would like to emphasise that this is a facilitative space that ALSA will provide but notethat there is a 

lot more to be gained also in the tea breaks and the socials where you are able to more informally 

discuss issues surrounding your LSS/A and your students. I am sure you are going to bring a vigorous 

energy, council is tiring so just let us know if you need breaks to ensure we are adequately covering 

all the content.  

Introduction – Georgia Mullen (VP-Administration) 

I am just going to quickly introduce the standing orders and the expectations of council. We expect 

you to arrive at 9am sharp, we expect robust discussion but at all times it must be respectful, we will 

run the speaking list on a first in basis and each speaker will have 60 seconds speaking time. There 

will be regular breaks and break-out sessions for more specific questions. 

MOTION: That LSS’ who have not paid their affiliation fees who make representations to do so be 

granted speaking and voting rights 

Moved by Georgia Mullen (ALSA) 

Seconded by Dan Trevanion (ALSA) 

Passed unanimously 

 

MOTION: That all Australian and International Law Students be granted speaking rights 

Moved by Georgia Mullen (ALSA) 

Seconded by Dan Trevanion (ALSA) 

Passed unanimously 

Guest Speaker - Asmi Wood  

Asmi spoke to council about how the indigenous people came to be on this land and offered a 

welcome all who are born onto the land and welcome all out international visitors. He expressed his 

wishes that you leave something of your people on this land and take something of our people back to 

your people.  

Asmi discussed how when he was at law school he was confronted with a law that did not recognise 

his people, their law, language and culture. He discussed the implications of the law that was imposed 

on indigenous people and how the law has progressed since this time. He spoke about the introduction 

of indigenous students to law schools and spoke about how all they wished for was to be treated 

equally and to be given fair opportunity. He also spoke about the increased rate in indigenous 

retention rates in law schools but noted that the rates of indigenous students graduating with honours 

and alike is still an issue to be addressed.   

A problem that aboriginal students feel is misunderstanding, 75% of the cohort is female, there a 

misconception about what they look like and misguided expectations about behaviour. If you, as law 



  

 

societies, provide a better opportunity for your law students to understand the 

history of their people this helps unpack and understand indigenous students and 

provides that if there is an interaction in class, indigenous young people do not 

feel their identity is challenged. Asmi stresses that you should, by all means 

challenge their ideas in classes but often their identity is fragile due to the history of 

their people.  

Asmi recognised the power of law student societies, whilst it is difficult to get admitting bodies and 

universities to do what you want them to do, they usually don’t openly oppose what you do as an 

independent society. The universities of: of Melbourne, QUT, ANU, UTS and UNE are looking at a 

project as what we call increasing indigenous content in the legal education. This does not mean you 

will be learning Aboriginal law, what this means is talking about not just Mabo and end of terra 

nullius but a broader understanding of the overarching laws and understanding the history that led to 

the marginalisation of indigenous people. This is not to create a sense of guilt, but to teach law as it 

happened as the impacts of these laws do linger and live on in the people whom they affected. Any 

discount or positive discrimination that is given these days is simply to combat the discrimination that 

has occurred in the past. If you can ask you university and your society executive can help 

acknowledge the history of our people so that is not white washed in the manner that it has been. 

Asmi expressed an understanding that as law societies, you need to look after all students. Whilst a 

great initiative, if having an indigenous officer creates more damage than it fixes and you can 

incorporate some of the indigenous recognition without structural change then that is also a good step 

also. The constitution recognises everyone expect aboriginal people equally under the law and until 

this is remedied, it is an issue that should be a priority. Do what is fair and do what is right. Be strong 

about it and don’t allow any minority group to overpower what you need to do for all your law 

students. In addressing the discomfort that is caused by a non-indigenous person trying to address and 

represent indigenous people, some of this discomfort must be absorbed by you, but in the same way, 

we do not only allow immigrants to study migration law, you do not have to be something to 

empathise with a group of people. Asmi stressed to council to talk to other people and network with 

people to get the information you need but that you should not disregard this issue just because of a 

discomfort that you may feel.   

Council Discussion - Sexual Harassment Policy Follow Up 

Elise wanted to follow up from the discussion had at February Council as to what policies LSS/A’s 

had implemented regarding sexual harassment at society events. There was a general consensus from 

council that as the committee and executive of their societies/associations were students, that they did 

not feel adequately equipped to personally deal with incidents of sexual harassment that arose. 

Amongst the societies whose university or university union/clubs and societies union has an adequate 

sexual harassment policy, it was viewed as satisfactory to acknowledge that this is the policy that 

applies to all society events and the procedures that follow. Some LSS/A’s noted that they have a 

specific representative who is a contact person at all drinking events that knows the procedure to 

follow and will action any incidents with the appropriate procedure or make the policy specifically 

known at certain events (eg. by posting it on the event page). For the LSS/A’s who didn’t feel that 

their university had an adequate policy, the best approach was thought to be to advocate to them the 

importance of it, noting the soon to be released Royal Commission into Sexual Assaults at 

Universities as a platform to stress the severity of the issue. 

Council Discussion – Value of ALSA as a body 

It was raised within council what they saw the value of ALSA as and how they justified the expense 

of coming to council when only a select number of students received a direct benefit from the 

affiliation. Council were in agreeance that they have found the knowledge sharing sessions a really 



  

 

valuable resource between councils and would be enthused to see more of these 

occurring. Other LSS/A expressed that they found the most valuable resource 

ALSA provided was the support in running competitions, from advise from both 

the competitions officer and other LSS/A’s to the problems bank. The LSS/A’s who 

reside is NSW also have a NSW-specific knowledge sharing space which they stressed 

is another valuable resource that they encourage other states to think about. It was also expressed that 

beyond the mechanical side of the resources you gain from affiliation with ALSA, that LSS/A’s get a 

lot of benefit from talking about the ‘big picture’ ideas such as mental health, incorporating 

indigenous content into law school and environmental initiatives which they can take back and 

advocate to better their own law school. Dan wrapped up this discussion by expressing that ALSA 

should be viewed as an extension of your LSS/A in that we can do work and provide resources that 

you cannot. He stressed that the discussions and sessions we have at council are representative and 

reflective of what you all bring to council and that there needs to be some onus on LSS/A’s to 

improve your handover and knowledge retention process so to avoid council being repetitive.  

RRRB Update – Melanie Charters-Brown (RRRB Officer) 

Mel ran through the key findings of her report (will shortly be available on the ALSA website) and 

then discussed the options for the future of the role going forward. Mel identified the key findings 

from research which outline the issues faced by rrrb universities and their students to include; 

attainment levels, extra-curricular opportunities eg. attendance at ALSA, lower clerkship rates, 

employment opportunities etc. The full details of discrepancies in these areas and many others can be 

found in the full report.   

Mel then turned to how she sees the role going forward and how it can be incorporated into the ALSA 

committee. The recommendations of what ALSA can do in the rrrb spaced are detailed on the third 

last page of the report. There are currently two propositions; firstly, to keep the role as an independent 

appointed role and secondly; to incorporate the work into an education officer’s role. Mel raised 

concerns about incorporating the position into an education role as this is an elected position and the 

work needs quite specific knowledge and also ideally needs to be a representative from a rrrb 

university. Another problem is financially, whether it can be justified to continue another position on 

top of the ALSA committee, however it was stressed that this should not be a determining factor in 

how the role proceeds as no committee members are guaranteed to be sent to every council. 

Council was in general consensus that the issues raised by this report are very real and pertinent and 

something that ALSA should be working to address. Council was somewhat divided between whether 

the role should continue in its current capacity to ensure someone on the committee is giving rrrb 

universities and students a voice and whether the role should be incorporated into an education officer 

position as this would ensure that the momentum for the work remains and as it is already an elected 

position in the constitution, would ensure that the work continues well into the future without 

questioning the prolonging of the position each year. 

Education Update – Lachlan Robb (Education Officer) and Holly Gretton (VP-Education) 

Holly was unfortunately unable to attend conference so instead made a video to show council on her 

report on access and inclusion. So far Holly has pushed the survey out to WA universities and hopes 

to get it out to other universities shortly so that she can complete a report before September Council. 

Lachlan also showed a video that he has made about the graduate job market that encourages people 

to look outside the ordinary scope. Feedback from council was that a similar resource on clerkships 

would be a valuable resource from ALSA. 

Boutique LSS Break-Outs (Minutes by Mardi/Elise)  



  

 

Over the three sessions, the boutique break-out group focused on; mature-aged 

student engagement and engagement more generally, marketing and events, 

committee engagement, troublesome committee members and access to money. 

The experience most LSS/A’s have had with mature-aged events is either really high 

engagement or almost none. Things to keep in mind are; timing of events, inclusivity of 

events and uploading videos of recorded events so that they can access it in their own time.  

It is an ongoing and common problem that LSS/A’s struggle to engage students in events, often it is 

hard to get the committee to attend and it is hard to display the value in events for students. Although 

sometimes low engagement can just be to begin with, if you have consistently poor attendance at 

events, try changing them up and catering to what suits people. Consider the timing of events, whether 

you can stream them on live videos online and provide useful resources that your members will see a 

practical benefit from.  

Marketing of events needs to be age appropriate, short and snappy, you need to use appropriate 

mediums (Facebook, Instagram, bulk emails), your events should be planned well in advance to 

ensure sufficient marketing and spread out events across the year.  

To ensure committee engagement it is important to spread them out, have some purely fun and social 

events as well as educational, having snacks or drinks at educational/careers/competitions events 

helps make people feel more comfortable and engaging with other societies for assistance. Most 

LSS/A’s expressed that if their committee members are not doing the work, not engaging with 

students then they would remove them from the committee. It was suggested that having a very clear 

policy and expectation for them from the start can prevent disengagement and that making roles and 

responsibilities clear also helps. Some societies have a formal grievance policy and may even have a 

relationship with the faculty where they can call on them for assistance with inter-committee issues. 

The group then discussed their individual access-to-money procedures which varied from full to no 

oversight from the faculty or student union.  

NZLSA Update – Vic Rea (President) 

Vic thanked ALSA for the continuing invitation from ALSA to attend conference, she expressed that 

they get a lot out of it and so do all their competitors. Vic updated council on current affairs in NZ, 

particularly on their new prime minister which included a great Fitspo video.  

Vic informed council on the structure of NZLSA as a body and how they interact with law schools. 

NZLSA national competitions are each sponsored by a large law firm which makes sourcing problems 

and judges much easier. They have recently asked a judge to be a patron of ALSA (someone who puts 

their face to NZLSA to give credibility and advocate with their platform for issues in NZLSA). Earlier 

in the year, NZLSA released the Mental Health and Wellbeing Guidebook which was really well 

received by students. Vic emphasised that she really appreciated the guest speaker this morning who 

talked about the importance of having tricky conversations that shouldn’t be a barrier to progress and 

spoke about NZLSA and the local NZ LSS/A’s relationship with their indigenous students and 

indigenous student societies which we certainly can learn a lot from.  

Council Discussion - Value of Conference  

Paul explained that it was once considered whether the remove the affiliation fees however council 

determined it should be kept as a signal of a commitment to ALSA. The affiliation fees with ALSA 

are minimal (max of $450) and therefore only provide a small amount of revenue for ALSA. Council 

questioned how they are able to justify sending competitors to ALSA competitions when there are 

other moot competitions that run for a shorter time period so are less expensive. As ALSA is the only 



  

 

forum for all 6 types of competitions, this was seen to be the greatest benefit of 

the ALSA competitions over other intervarsity competitions, most LSS/A's send 

the winners of their internal competitions so the justification is that attending 

ALSA as a competitor is a reward for winning their internal competitions. The 

value from affiliation is the long term benefit as committees change from one year to 

another, having a constant source of knowledge and the opportunity to network with your peers across 

Australia and internationally. 

Council Discussion - Mental health disclosure requirements  

During Paul’s term as president (2015/2016), one of the things that was identified as an issue was the 

mental health disclosure requirements as part of admission to practice. It was noted that there was a 

significant issue around the guidelines not being clear to when mental health issues had to be 

disclosed and in what way they would affect your admission to practice. From the vague legislation, it 

seemed that any instance of mental health issues (whether past or present) was required to be 

disclosed but they could not find any instance where this actually prevented admittance. The concern 

raised by this was that as law students face a higher rate of mental health issues than the general 

population, this problem may be compounded by students being afraid to seek help due to the fear 

they would have to disclose this at admission (though evidently, for no tangible reason).  

In February last year, ALSA passed a motion to write an open letter to the attorney general to reflect 

ALSA’s views (supported by 12 LSS’ directly) and about 3 weeks ago I got a very happy email from 

Dan to say they have changed the guidelines. They have specific examples and consistent language 

that now says that you only have to disclose a mental health condition if it currently affects and 

directly affects their current ability to practice.  

Break-out Session: Finance and IT  

IT (minutes by Alex Cook)  

This break-out focused on three main issues; applications, free or low-cost resources and online 

ticketing. The application for ALSA Conference was make through attendify and Alex showed the 

group how this is done, if you are interested to learn more please email it@alsa.asn.au. Lachlan gave 

an extensive list of free or low-cost resources including Canva, Adobe, Scribus, Stocksnap, Unsplash 

and Envato Market. There was no general consensus for the best online ticketing provider as the 

group had markedly different experiences and opinions of many providers. Council also discussed 

whether, given the level of knowledge required for IT, the IT officer should be an appointed or elected 

position, the room was split on this issue. 

Finance (Minutes by Paul Melican) 

Stef (VP-Finance) and Paul (IPP) ran a break out session on finance-specific questions and 

information. The discussion addressed; incorporation/structure of the society, GST registration and 

BAS statement filing. Most LSS/A’s use about 50% excel/Xero for accounting purposes but some 

student unions require that specific spreadsheets be completed. The group also discussed spending 

approval processes which included; pre-approval by the executive, stringent budgeting, requiring 

multiple quotes for payments, requiring 2 executive members to sign off for bank transfers, passing 

appropriations bull in order to spend money and having a big budget meeting at the start of the term.   

Wellbeing Update – Mardi Grivas (Education Officer) 

Mardi outlined that her focus and the ‘students and community’ education officer was on health and 

wellbeing of law students. She focused on this issue as it is so prevalent amongst law students and this 

mailto:it@alsa.asn.au


  

 

trend continues in the legal profession. Mardi’s report will also be available on 

the education section of the website for full details and resources.  

Mardi has focused on how ALSA can try to combat the high prevalence of mental 

health issues in law students. She identifies that a big issue is that students are not 

asking for help; many students do not feel comfortable to talk to peers or a professional 

about the issues they are dealing with. The long and short term plan that Mardi has formed for ALSA 

attempts to actually address some of the big issues facing law students rather than just acknowledging 

them. She hopes that by addressing these issues at law school, this will lead to positive changes going 

into the legal profession also.  

These goals are meant to be easy to apply to your law society and create a unified goal so that we 

don’t have to come to council and talk about it every year, everyone is on the same page. The 

resources in the wellbeing initiative this year have been a fantastic way to reduce stigma, we will also 

be using the online portal to share resources that other LSS/A’s can benefit from. An issue that needs 

to be identified is what are the relevant risk factors that make law students have such a higher rate of 

mental health issues and what can we do to combat this? We should be liaising with other health 

professionals and our respective faculties to entrench wellbeing into our law schools further than just 

our societies. There is a reason why law students have a 10% higher rate of mental health issues and 

as representatives it is up to us to do everything we can do deal with it.  

Following council discussion Mardi will work to make the goals more inclusive of all mental health 

issues, not just anxiety and depression.  

 

  



  

 

Wednesday 5th July  

Proposed Constitutional Amendments – Georgia Mullen (VP-

Administration) and Elise Steegstra (ASO Officer) 

Georgia spoke to amendments and motions proposed for the AGM. The motions consist 

of changing to competitions by law so that the NEC submissions can be shortlisted to a minimum of 6 

rather than 10 to ensure quality judging and changing the finance bylaw to define the discretion that 

the VP-F has when determining reimbursements. The only concerns/comments were surrounding the 

need to have the NEC rules in the bylaw rather than as an annex (as is the case for other competitions) 

and whether names are removed when the shortlisting process is undertaken. The first constitutional 

amendment is to clarify the criteria for when the executive can reopen nominations for executive 

positions during conference.  

Elise then spoke to the proposed motion and constitutional amendments that would effectively remove 

the ASO position from the ALSA committee. Elise explained that the current responsibilities of this 

position will be absorbed by other positions however we do not think it is necessary for an entire 

position to exist.  

Mid-Size LSS Break-outs (Minutes by Stef/Georgia)  

The mid-size LSS group had discussions including the following across the three sessions; practical 

cash handling, governance, clique stigma in the LSS/A, first year engagement, non-alcohol events and 

SSAF funding.  

It was concluded that a formal process is the best way to deal with cash handling but the process 

varied between LSS/A’s. Some have a card with access to the account that only the VP-F can handle, 

some require a receipt to be given for reimbursements whilst some give out cash and then require a 

receipt and change from the cash given, some have prepaid cards that can be used. Most LSS/A’s 

have at least the treasurer/VP-F and the President as signatures to the bank accounts.  

Some LSS/A’s found that having lots of positions reduces the workload or having a director for the 

portfolio and then several officers underneath them. Discussion was had as to how often you have 

committee meetings to balance ensuring that work is getting done without overloading your officers 

with suggestions varying from weekly to monthly or less frequently. It was suggested that being 

upfront at the start of the term and setting expectations during handover is the best way to ensure that 

work is done consistently.  

In addressing the ‘clique’ stigma of your LSS suggestions were; holding coffee/morning tea sessions 

where the committee are approachable, avoiding running on tickets or where that is the culture, still 

requiring individual votes, limiting campaigning, having photos and candidate statements for 

elections, team building exercises and social activities to encourage attendance at the AGM etc.  

To encourage first year engagement, the group had ideas such as; the whole committee attending the 

first year event, having class groups with challenges for them to help them bond, getting the 

university to help engage people through class announcements etc, moving first year law camp to a 

couple of weeks into semester so they are more inclined to attend, target them at a time when their 

assessment is relevant to what you are offering (eg offer advocacy training when moots are 

approaching) and running a community café for students to come to.  

Some ideas for non-alcohol events included morning teas where free baking and tea and coffee is 

available, sports events both interfaculty and inter-law both free and for a small fee if using 

facilities/providing food/drinks.  



  

 

The discussion about SSAF funding (below) was raised here but seen to be a 

national issue so the discussion was held off until council discussion time.  

Council Discussion - SSAF Funding 

Some LSS/A's had some concerns about the regulation and distribution of SSAF funding 

and how it works in your university. All universities seemed to have slightly varying methods of 

distribution allocation of SSAF funding but the general concerns were that the university guild or 

clubs and societies body which the funding goes through are difficult to work with, they hold 

themselves to a different standard for using SSAF funding money, there is limited transparency and 

too much discretion to what uses they can make of SSAF funding and that there are often caps or 

insufficient criteria for the distribution of funds to societies.  

Some LSS/A's said that issues that they face with this, they would go either through their faculty or 

the student body directly rather than seeking national help from ALSA. Dan proposed that ALSA will 

not partake in interfering with your relationships with individual guilds or faculties however we can 

look into the legislation and see if there is room for clarification of the discretion for SSAF funding 

uses and the transparency that is required. Any LSS/A's who are interested in looking further into this 

issue, please email Dan at president@alsa.asn.au. 

Council Discussion - Contextual Recruiting v Blind Recruiting 

Mel, who has been looking into issues facing rural, regional, remote and boutique universities 

(RRRB) was seeking council's view on whether the best practice that should be endorsed by ALSA 

for recruiting is bling recruiting (removing your university's name) or contextual recruiting (RARE 

model). Council was divided on this issue but generally it was proposed that some form of both, 

however perhaps the contextual recruitment tool should be broader than RARE. There is a bias and 

culture seen amongst firms that larger students from larger or more prestigious universities are 'better' 

candidates. Some universities have a particularly strong focus in certain areas of law which they 

might benefit from but then detract from in other circumstances and some smaller and new 

universities found that their candidates were advantaged due to the 'novelty' factor of their law school. 

ALSA will move forward by doing a best practice guide for contextual recruiting and will work with 

companies like RARE to develop this practice guide.  

Break-out – Teaching (Minutes by Dan) 

This breakout had 3 main topics for conversation; the effectiveness of the current PLT system, 

improving the quality of law school teaching despite the institutional focus on research and what 

practical or external learning opportunities students receive.   

There were concerns raised about the current system of PLT training as a tick-a-box program. The 

general consensus of the room was that students have little regard for PLT as an educational program 

and rather, see it as a gateway into the profession. It was also noted that students often learn far more 

practical skills from practical work placements than PLT. The discussion concluded by suggesting 

LSS/A’s should promote a greater understanding of PLT programs to set realistic expectations for law 

students and to differentiate different PLT providers based on the training they provide. It was also 

suggested that ALSA take a more active role in representing PLT students to ensure they are receiving 

value for their investment. 

Note: In the course of discussions it was put that ALSA’s sponsorship arrangement with a PLT 

provider may influence its actions towards PLT programs. Dan assured the Council members that 

advocating on behalf of law students is ALSA’s main priority and does not conflict with sponsorship 

arrangements. In the event that a conflict was determined by Council the sponsorship arrangement 

would be cancelled. Dan stressed that the sponsorship arrangements are useful in any event. Pre-



  

 

existing relationships are helpful when advocating the views of law students or 

seeking particular information. 

Secondly, concerns were expressed about the university incentive structure for 

teachers to deliver quality legal education to students. It was generally held that 

teaching quality among university staff is mixed. This may be attributable to prioritising 

research and academic work or it may be attributable to the individual staff member. The discussion 

was largely concluded with the view that there is no real way of changing the research focus of 

university staff. Instead, it was put that LSS/As provide meaningful feedback to faculty on the quality 

of teaching. This could be through course surveys and qualitative responses. LSS/As could also 

investigate whether their university train their staff in how to best teach course content. Providing the 

best education to students is a shared goal of the university and LSS/As and should, as best as 

possible, be approached collaboratively. 

Lastly, there was a discussion about which universities provided external, practical learning 

opportunities to its students for course credit. Most universities have such programs that include 

internships or placements in legal organisations, particularly not-for-profits.  

Education and Careers Afternoon GDLP 

ANU GDLP put on a wonderful panel of guest speakers who had an interactive conversation with 

council and other delegates.   



  

 

Thursday 6th July 

Wellbeing Initiative Update - Grace Norris (Marketing Officer) 

Grace gave an update to council on how her wellbeing initiative has been going and 

the plan for the remainder of her term. There has been a lot of engagement, particularly 

with the mature-aged students' post this past fortnight and have had really great submissions from 

other law students which have given a real strength to the campaign. Grace explained that as well as 

submissions from other students, she spends several hours a fortnight researching the topics to ensure 

the information is credible. However, clearly not all LSS/A's are sharing the posts so if anyone has 

disagreements/would like to make a contribution please contact Grace so that these resources can be 

made the best use of by all your students. The wellbeing week is in a few weeks which is when the 

Wellbeing Guide will be released so please raise any feedback/comments with Grace as soon as 

possible so that they can be reflected by this time. 

University of the South Pacific Update - John Prasad 

John wished to extend his thanks to Dan and the rest of the ALSA committee for welcoming USP to 

conference this year in both competitions and council. John gave an introduction to the USP, their law 

school and LSA; the USP is made up of 12 member countries with campuses spread across these 

countries, the law school being in Vanuatu, the law school offers LLB, LLM, MEL and PhD in both 

onsite and online courses, their LSA is pretty new and has about 700-800 members and all law 

students are members.  

David Naylor, a lecturer at USP and a current PhD candidate at ANU has helped USP revive their 

LSA by introducing a competitions program within the law school. Over the last few years, the USP 

LSA has competed in several international competitions in Australia and New Zealand and internally 

they have run mooting, witness examination, client interview and negotiation competitions and have 

had local magistrates and judges to judge them.  

The LSA is currently trying to engage students with the LSA and build a relationship with the law 

school and the faculty. Upon receiving an invitation to compete at ALSA, the USP LSA sought 

funding from the student union which was unsuccessful however their law school was able to offer 

them assistance for funding which is postive. They have began tunning networking events with the 

first and second year students, run sports activities, BBQs, lectures and careers events. They recently 

ran a successful law ball and the Chief Justice of their Supreme Court was in attendance.  

Break-out Future Conference and Competitions 

Future Conference (Minutes by Dan)  

The main topics discussed about conference moving into the future were; council discussion, costing, 

delegate guide and the conference app.  

It was noted by the group that council is being run better than previously and that they appreciate the 

discussions being focused and summarised into an actionable item for councillors to take back to their 

LSS/A and that this is something that should continue. It was suggested by some universities that 

some issues were less relevant to the whole group and should be moved to ‘same-size’ break outs 

however others felt that even though some topics such as RRRB are not as sensitive to large 

universities, they should be seen as an important national issue. It was suggested that it is not 

appropriate to categorise issues as ‘size specific’ but perhaps give more context to the council 

discussion topics so that ALSA can determine the appropriate forum for discussion.  

Whilst the cost of ALSA is comparatively high to other competitions, for an all-inclusive 5-6-day 

conference, $900 was considered quite good value. The issue with costing is transparency and it was 



  

 

agreed on by the room that a fully-transparent cost breakdown should be 

provided by the convenor at February Council, before registrations open so that 

LSS/A’s can see what they are paying for with each ticket type. Another 

consideration for costs was value adding initiatives that don’t add to the cost but 

provide better experiences for councillors and competitors such as; healthy food at 

break times, signage around campus and better organisation.  

It was proposed that as well as a cost-breakdown, the delegate guide will be available at February 

Council (before registrations open) and distributed to council. The general consensus about the 

conference 2017 app was that it was a successful initiative however there were two main concerns. 

The first was that the map should not be relied upon and that it would be useful to have chaperones on 

the first day to supplement this. The second concern was the news feed feature of the app, it was 

suggested that some of the content was cliquey and inappropriate. The group agreed that it is better to 

have this content on a private app than on a public forum such as Facebook but that by having it on 

the app, ALSA is able to and should be able to moderate it and make it more clear to delegates that if 

you ‘report’ any content it will automatically and anonymously be deleted.  

Competitions (Minutes by Carolyn)  

The issues focused on in this session were; the autonomy of the competitions officer in allowing your 

committee to compete, applying penalties and moderating judges. 

It was generally thought that the competitions director should have the autonomy to decide who can 

compete but that this should be backed up in procedures/bylaws that have a dispute resolution/conflict 

policy. It was generally thought that as committee members are not involved in the appeals process 

that they should be able to compete but that allowing a president/VP to compete ran a high risk of 

conflict particularly if they are involved in organising or appeals processes.  

The group then discussed what penalty options you have in place for people dropping out of 

competitions, breaching the rules etc. Some LSS/A’s have made a blacklist rule so if you drop out of a 

competition at late notice without an adequate reason, you will be blacklisted from competing for a 

certain amount of time. In regards to breaching of rules, most LSS/A’s have a formal appeals 

procedure and expectations of behaviour in a policy whilst some have no appeals procedure available.  

To encourage moderation of judging, suggestions were to; get the judges to decide on an overall 

winner, not just individual competitors, have specific point calculations on the scoresheets for each 

criterion including the points difference ie. 1 point means it was very close etc and to have a knockout 

method of progression. 

Council Discussion – Indigenous studies in the Priestly 11  

ANULSS have had a specific request from their faculty to reflect on what recognition and education 

there is of indigenous law incorporated in the curriculum and there is very little. The faculty have 

asked that we bring the idea to ALSA and see if there is a consensus that it should be a part of the 

curriculum. Almost all universities have a few weeks of property law which is focused on native title 

and some universities have a more substantial incorporation of indigenous law in their curriculum. 

The suggestion from council was that as a minimum, it should be ensured that native title should be 

incorporated as part of property law but that a more wholistic education of indigenous law was to be 

encouraged. Dan asked that LSS/A's upload their property course guides and ALSA will form a best 

practice for the content that ALSA will be advocating should be included in our curriculum.  

Council Discussion – Handover  

Knowledge retention and handover processes are a problem faced by many LSS/A’s. Within 

volunteer organisations it can often be difficult to hold current committee members to their 



  

 

obligations and responsibilities let alone holding outgoing committee members 

to providing a sufficient handover. Some suggestions of ways LSS/A’s deal with 

this is by starting handover processes from the beginning of their term, having a 

lengthy ‘shadow’ period where old and new committee work together, having a 

‘handover workshop’ day where the old committee goes over practical and logistical 

things and a great suggestion of staggering elections so that not all positions are going out at the same 

time. 

Council Discussion – Student Engagement 

It is often hard to engage students with your LSS/A’s initiatives and this creates a further problem 

where it is difficult to get people to want to apply to be on the LSS particularly in leadership 

positions. This requires working on the internal culture of the LSS, engaging first and second years by 

advertising early what your society can do for them and creating ways for first years to get involved 

and stay engaged in the society. Most societies start this culture by being present at orientation week 

and ensuring there are available positions (first year rep etc.) on the committee for them to get 

involved straight away, being upfront about what the society does, what the workload and benefit for 

them being involved are all help to create student engagement. 

Careers Resources Update - Conor Tarpey (Careers Officer) 

The Judges’ Associate guide doesn’t need a whole lot of change for each biannual year but we just 

aim to polish it up, update the submissions etc. This is an important part of ALSA as it is one of the 

few tangible resources that ALSA provides for law students that perhaps cannot be provided by 

individual societies. It’s important that we disseminate this information and let everyone know this 

information is available, we encourage you once the guide is officially released to share it amongst 

your students. We currently have a judge that is going to write a foreword, he was surprised at the 

number of students who were not aware of the time frame for applying for associateships.  

There was some feedback that the guide should be split into state-based guides however the aim of 

this from ALSA is to provide an overall picture of associateships and then local LSS/A’s can use this 

information to make further state-specific guides if they feel the need. Another suggestion was that 

the inclusion of a base level for district court associateships would be useful also.  

Large LSS Break-outs (Minutes by Alex/Simon) 

The large size LSS break-out session discussed issues such as; environmental initiatives, new 

positions/portfolio structure and careers fairs.  

One LSS discussed the success they have had with their environmental portfolio with the initiatives of 

selling sustainable hoodies and keep cups to students. The group also discussed how each LSS/A runs 

careers fairs, in NSW the careers fair is run by the Law Society of NSW rather than being run by the 

individual universities.  

A big point of discussion was how, with some LSS/A's having such a large committee, to best run and 

structure meetings and reporting. Most have weekly (or at least regular) meetings with the executive 

and less frequent meetings for the whole committee, others have paper reports that need to be 

submitted rather than trying to bring the whole committee together.  

Wellbeing Workshop – Mardi Grivas (Education Officer) 

Mardi put to council what effective changes have been implemented in your LSS following the 

discussions we have had around mental health that have a long term or consistent effect. Some 

contributions were having weekly mindfulness sessions, having a ‘SWOTVac Chill Zone’, having 

faculty that are dedicated to wellbeing, having wellbeing sections incorporated in the course guides as 



  

 

a reminder, including wellbeing training in the curriculum and having working 

groups of students for potential strategies to foster awareness. 

Mardi then went through a workshop with council of an easy example of how you 

can implement a meditation session through free apps in your law school.  

Conference 2018 Update – David Stiles (2018 Conference Convenor) 

David gave a quick update to council on where he is at for conference 2018, taking on some of the 

feedback from conference this year. So far, most of the conference committee has been appointed, 

there are representatives from all 3 Adelaide Universities and we have signed a deal with Oaks hotels 

and accommodation has been secured there. Competitions venues are currently being sorted out, some 

high level judges have been contacted and contracts have been signed for the 3 main social events. 

Ticket prices being considered are both inclusive and exclusive of accommodation and socials.  

The next thing to do is engage in sponsorship, David is hoping to look outside the box and use other 

commercial businesses than just law firms and PLT. The list of volunteers and judges is slowly being 

built up and we intend to run the competitions master class and build on that again next year to further 

increase the standard of competitions. This will also ensure that competitors who don’t break have 

something educational to do for the last few days. We have taken on the feedback about the 

competition administration and will be in discussion with the former committees to get advice on how 

to continue improving this.  

The budget is currently in the works and will hopefully be at a lower ticket price to the last two years. 

We are trying to reduce this cost without reducing quality. Conference is run for the benefit of our 

LSS/A’s so David was welcomed any feedback to be sent to him at conference2018@alsa.asn.au. 

Council Discussion – Equity Officer/Policy 

It was raised by council that given ALSA (particularly conference) is host to some large-scale events 

where drinking is involved, that an equity policy/officer should be incorporated as a less formal 

procedure for any grievances that may arise. This person would be available at the events and would 

be a first point of call for any grievances at ALSA events but the policy would underline all ALSA 

related events/forums. This discussion also looked at the culture at ALSA Conference and how a 

designated equity officer could help make the culture more inclusive for example by regulating use of 

the ALSA app this year. A working group will bring a proposal from this to September Council. 

Council Discussion - University Reports  

Some LSS/A’s have had trouble finding the best way to report complaints given to the LSS/A about 

the faculty. General comments were that as the student representative body, you always receive lots of 

complaints about faculty and that you need to use your discretion to filter it from where it’s a personal 

issue with a member of faculty from a genuine problem that should be reported. Advice for reporting 

this is to try to maintain a good relationship with your faculty and when there is a real problem, that if 

you address it in writing, there is more of an obligation to act and respond to it. Some LSS/A’s have 

regular meetings with the faculty where they can discuss generally course evaluations and less serious 

complaints/feedback. A suggestion of putting out a survey was given however it was prefaced that in 

this case you should; let the faculty know in advance if you are going to put out a student survey and 

to ensure that the questions are open and not suggestive as this will not be taken seriously.  
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Friday 7th July 

Competitions Writing and Sourcing - Carolyn Scott (Competitions Officer) 

Carolyn ran a session with council focusing on two issues; firstly tops for sourcing 

competitions problems and secondly tips for writing competitions problems.  

Some great tips included; engaging with professionals for competitions workshops/judging and asking 

them to write problems based on personal experiences/cases that they’ve had, using the faculty as this 

provides the assurance that the problems will be relevant to the content being learnt at the time and 

taught within the faculty, using the questions from the ALSA problem bank but varying them, 

requiring students who compete in external moots to write a problem as part of the agreement for 

funding them with the support of the competitions officer and running a problems writing workshop 

for students that provides hands on experience with practitioners. By engaging students in problem 

writing, this helps them answer problems and improves their competitions skills.  

Tips for writing competition problems included; for moot problems, finding a few issues and find the 

main cases for them, then craft a narrative that incorporates those issues (pick a topical issue if you 

are struggling for ideas) then get another senior student to essentially rip it apart and put it back 

together, for client interview and witness examination, make the clients and witnesses as real as 

possible and make it localised for familiarity. Other important pointers are to make it as simple as 

possible particularly for junior questions which is usually what students write and also noting that it is 

impossible to make one issue perfectly balanced to both sides so if one issue goes one way then make 

another issue go the other way. It is also important to use resources such as text books and members 

of your faculty who specialise in the topic area for advice.  

On engaging students in competitions (particularly moots as they can be quite onerous) it was 

recommended that using the same question through all the rounds can make it easier to balance the 

work of competitions with uni work and encourage people to engage and to try to schedule them away 

from peak assessment times.  

  


